
 E N D L E S S  P O O L S®

Options & Accessories
Design a Pool that’s Perfect for You



CUSTOM SIZES
Accommodate all body types, activities, and 
pool sites with custom sizing:

Original Series Pools
•  Length and Width (7’x14’ standard,  

customizable in 1’ increments up to 16’x16’)
• Depth (39” standard, 45” and 51” optional)

WaterWell® Pool
•  Length and Width (7’x7’ standard, , custom-

izable in 1’ increments up to 16’x16’)
• Depth (39” standard, 45” and 51” optional)

Talk with your Product Specialist to size a  
pool that’s perfect for your family and home.

UNDERWATER TREADMILL
Turn your pool into a complete home gym 
with the addition of our exclusive Underwater 
Treadmill. Use the treadmill with or without 
the swim current to vary the intensity of 
your walk or jog. Take it to the next step and 
use the Underwater Treadmill to cross-train. 
Alternate between swimming and walking or 
jogging to get a full-body workout!

The hydraulically powered Underwater 
Treadmill offers a wide belt and is activated 
with a remote control or our Endless Pools 
Fit@Home app. The pace is fully adjustable  
up to 5.5 mph.

To add an Underwater Treadmill, you must 
choose one of our increased depth options.  
For depth considerations, please contact  
your Product Specialist.

ENDLESS POOLS FIT@HOME® APP 
Take your exercise to the next level with our 
Endless Pools Fit@Home app/kit. The app 
allows you to control the pace and duration of 
your Endless Pools current and/or Underwater 
Treadmill using your smart device. The app 
also acts as a smart display allowing you 
to see your speed and duration while in the 
pool. When you order your pool, choose our 
optional Programmable Controller Kit to make 
your pool app-compatible.

UNDERWATER MIRRORS
The Underwater Swim Mirror helps improve 
your stroke by providing instant feedback. 
The front mount, angled mirror is a must for 
serious swimmers.

Make your swims more effective with our full-
length Underwater Floor Mirror. Monitor your 
technique, from hand entry to leg position. 
Stay centered in the pool’s current. Maintain 
proper form: head down, looking right at 
the mirror. Enjoy a more engaging view to 
swim longer. The mirrors are manufactured 
from polished stainless steel (no glass!) for 
durability and a clear view. 

Aquatic Exercise
High Achievement, Low Impact
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Underwater Treadmill

Fit@Home App Underwater Mirrors

Rowing Kit



DIGITAL PACE DISPLAY 
Easy to read – even with swim goggles – the 
7” high-visibility display presents the pace 
of the current (in minutes:seconds per 100 
yards or meters) and/or Underwater Treadmill 
(in mph or kph). The Pace Display helps you 
monitor improvements in your swim technique.  
Simply set the pace and swim for as long as 
you like. 

ROWING KIT
Add these row bars to your pool for an 
excellent new workout option! You can adjust 
the tension to suit most fitness levels. With 
low-impact rowing, you can burn calories, 
develop your cardio and aerobic fitness, and 
work your arms, abs, and back. Easy to attach 
and detach for on-demand convenience, the 
Rowing Kit works on pools up to a maximum 
width of 9’. 

AQUABIKE 
Take a spin on this stationary bike designed 
expressly for underwater use. It’s every bit as 
effective as dry-land cycling for weight loss, 
heart health, and strength building. 

RUNNING PAD
The Running Pad lets you walk, run, and do 
other vertical exercises while minimizing wear 
and tear on your liner. For exceptional traction 
and comfort, the Pad is cushioned with 
SwimDek®, a high-grip material patented for 
aquatic environments. 

AQUATIC EXERCISE STEP
The Endless Pools Aquatic Exercise Step is 
built for water aerobics. With its non-skid 
surface and rubber-edged base, it is the 
sturdiest, most effective step available for 
water exercise.

SWIMP3 PLAYER
Listen to music while you swim! Using Bone 
Conduction Technology, the SwiMP3 Player 
delivers crystal-clear sound through the 
cheekbones to enhance your aquatic activity. 

SWIM COMMUNICATOR 
The Swim Communicator instantly transmits 
audio from any Bluetooth-enabled smartphone 
to the swimmer via a receiver attached to 
their goggles. Use it to enjoy music, podcasts, 
and other smartphone audio while swimming.  

SWIM ACCESSORIES PACKAGE
For any level swimmer, this conveniently 
packaged money-saver includes an array of 
top-quality accessories. The staff at Endless 
Pools has individually selected each item. This 
kit includes: Swim Communicator to stream 
audio, Swimmers Snorkel, Agility Paddle, 
Instinct Sculling Paddle, Tempo Trainer Pro, 
Foam Pull Buoy, Energy Goggles.
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You choose the look of your pool. With the Endless 
Pools® Original Series, you’ll enjoy unparalleled 
customization. You can locally source your own 
finishing options, or opt for our modern, easy-care 
skirting and coping. 

EXTERIOR OPTIONS
ASCENT SKIRTING SYSTEM
Our durable, stylish laminate skirting mimics the 
look of real wood without the maintenance! It’s 
easy to install on any exposed wall of your fully or 
partially above-ground pool. 

APEX COPING SYSTEM
Finish the top ledge of your pool (the coping) 
with this all-weather, maintenance-free system for 
indoors or outside. It arrives with precut pieces for 
easy installation and gracefully rounded corners for 
a modern look. 

INTERIOR OPTIONS
INTERNAL SWIM SYSTEM
Your pool’s internal swim system is available in 
either Silver Platinum or Blue Sapphire. The system 
includes the housing for the current as well as the 
perimeter benches/return channels. Your color 
choice will also apply to the optional Corner Step 
and Interior Stairs. 

POOL LINERS
Finish your pool’s interior to suit your decor. We’re 
so confident in our liners’ durability and ease of 
installation that we’ll REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE 
should it become damaged during installation. 

 Standard Liner Colors

Light BlueDark Blue

Siesta Wave Diffusion

Optional Liner Patterns*

Finish Design
Bold or Neutral Color Choices 
to Suit any Décor
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Desert PlateauSummit Gray

Weathered Gray  
(pairs with Summit Gray)

Riverbed Brown  
(pairs with Desert Plateau)

Ascent Skirting Colors

Apex Coping Colors

Arctic Ice

Internal Swim System Colors

Silver Platinum Blue Sapphire

Ascent Skirting System
Apex Coping System



Automatic Cover Color Choices

Manual Cover 
Color Choices

SECURITY COVERS
Indoors, a pool cover controls humidity. Outdoors, 
it seals out dirt, leaves, and debris. In any 
location, our secure, lockable covers offer  
peace of mind for you and your family. 

AUTOMATIC RETRACTABLE SECURITY COVER
Operated with the turn of a key, the cover 
automatically slides into place along concealed 
tracks below the pool deck. Capable of 
supporting the weight of several adults, this 
convenient cover can be installed with most 
coping systems for the most polished finish.  

MANUAL RETRACTABLE SECURITY COVER
Strong enough to support the weight of an adult, 
this cover easily hand-cranks onto a roller at 
one end of the pool. This pool cover includes 
a lock and meets stringent ASTM F1346 safety 
standards. People with mobility limitations may 
prefer our Automatic Cover.  

We strongly recommend a security cover for all 
installations that may be accessible to children, 
non-swimmers, and pets.

REMOTE POOL MONITORING SYSTEM 
Remotely control your pool from anywhere in the 
world! With the in.touch™ module installed, you 
can control water temperature, lights, and jets via 
your smartphone or tablet.

Manual Retractable Security Cover

Automatic Retractable Security Cover
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ACCESSIBILITY OPTIONS

INTERIOR STAIRS & STEPS
From a simple corner step to a set of full-depth stairs, our pool 
accessibility options can greatly aid your every entry and exit. 
Each step features marine-grade SwimDek® strips for exceptional 
traction and comfort. 

EXTERIOR STAIRS
Available in 2, 3 and 4-tread models, these stairs are capable  
of supporting up to 400lbs. Our heavy-duty 4-stair option can  
support up to 700lbs.

RAILS AND GRAB BARS
We offer several railings to help you get in and out of your pool 
including spa rail, hand rails, coping rails and interior grab bars.

Your Product Specialist can help you choose the Access Options 
that are best suited for your mobility level, installation type, and 
coping style.   

Coping Rail 3-foot Grab bar

Hand Rail Spa Rail

Corner Step Exterior Stairs

Enhanced 
Lifestyle
Re-imagine what your pool can be

Interior Stairs 
and Hand Rail
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WATER QUALITY ENHANCEMENTS

ULTRA-VIOLET (UV) WATER PURIFIER
Environmentally friendly UV light assists in sterilizing organic pollutants (algae, 
bacteria, and viruses). Suitable for chemically sensitive users, it won’t irritate 
your eyes, skin, or hair. Trace amounts (0.5-1 ppm) of chlorine are still necessary, 
although only at levels lower than the EPA recommendations for drinking water.

EZ50™ WATER CARE SYSTEM
Harness the power of oxygen! Designed especially for Endless Pools, the 
patented EZ50 system delivers the strongest pool sanitation with the fewest 
by-products and in less time! With a once-a-year cartridge change, EZ50 turns 
ambient oxygen into atomic oxygen to rapidly destroy organic materials and 
contaminants.

UNDERWATER LIGHTS AND HYDROTHERAPY JETS

UNDERWATER LIGHTS 
Enjoy a beautifully lit waterscape inside your pool! These low-energy LEDs 
create the perfect illuminated atmosphere. 

HYDROTHERAPY JETS 
Unwind with a concentrated hydro-massage! Ideal for therapy and relaxation, 
each jet is custom-installed to the perfect position for you.  

These options cannot easily be retrofitted, so we recommend including them in 
your initial order. 

EZ50 Water Care System

UV Water Purifier

Underwater Lights Hydrotherapy Jets
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OPTIONS ENDLESS POOLS® WATERWELL® STREAMLINE® FASTLANE® PRO FASTLANE® 
 ORIGINAL SERIES    SPORT

Underwater Treadmill  • •   • 

Digital Pace Display • •   • 
Endless Pools FIT@HOME® app • •   • 
Aquabike • • • • •
Remote Monitoring System • •    
Ultra-Violet Water Purifier • •   
EZ50™ Water Care System • •   
Mirrors •  • • •
Exterior Stair Kit 2 tier stair • • •  
Exterior Stair Kit  3 tier stair  • • •  
Exterior Stair Kit  4 tier stair • • •  
Heavy Duty 4 tier stair • • •  
Manual Security Cover • • •  
Automatic Security Cover  • •   
Apex Coping System • •   
Wood Receiver Coping • •   
Bullnose Coping •  •   

Ascent Skirting System  • •   
Hydrotherapy Jets • •   
Underwater Lights •  •   
Custom Patterned Liners* • •   
Grab Bar • •  • 
Running Pad •  •  
Exercise Step • • •  
Hand Rails • • •  
Corner Step • • •  
Bench Risers •    
Swim Communicator •  • • •
Propane or Natural Gas Heaters • •   
Rowing Kit • • •  

• Options Available    • Standard Equipment

* Patterned liners can be ordered with or without the tile border. Liner seams may be more visible on patterns printed on white vinyl. Pattern 
and solid colors may vary slightly from brochure. Liner choices are subject to change without notice; please contact your Product Specialist 
for all of the latest custom liner choices.


